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Session Intro/ Summary 

POOLING
LRN

More

What are the big or new ideas? 

What are indicated R&D paths? 

What would you like to see in an Software Institute? 
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Challenges in Neuroimaging 
Looking for spatial-temporal patterns in 

neural structure. 

Many common challenges with HEP data 

intensive analysis. 

Discussion followed regarding 

collaboration opportunities, data 
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ML pipelines with Spark

Large-scale text processing pipeline with Spark ML and GraphFrames 

Showed evaluation of Apache Spark to  Study Policy Diffusion (when government 

decisions are influenced by prior policy choices in nearby jurisdictions) 
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XENON1T,Open Source & python

POOLING
LRN

Focus on python and HDF5

“Wrote XENON DAQ/processing/analysis 

software to get a “real” job...but it worked!”  

Effort to move away from domain-specific 

tools in order to get transferable skills 

(expertise with specific tools) 

Focus on PyData but lots of discussion of 

other efforts emerged.  
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ROOT-less workflow?
POOLING
LRN

Will ROOT be used for HL-LHC?  

If not, what will we use for fileId? Development environment? Language/

libraries? 

Need test cases now to see what works and what doesn’t. Maybe ROOT is the 

right answer! 

Should we write code to harness maximum benefits of language, rather than 

writing C-like Python or Python-like C? 

Should we minimize inheritance to maximize sustainability? 
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ROOT related discussion 

POOLING
LRN

ROOT I/O format 

Can we retain the benefits of ROOT I/O for 

dealing with HEP data? 

Lots of discussion about HDF5 and data 

formats. Should we be investing on a 

replacement to the ROOT I/O? 

ROOT analysis framework 

How does a change of input formats affect the existing analysis workflows?  

ROOT is a package manager for shipping physics code in pre-boost library era.  Can 

it be modularized?   
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Arising questions to feed into goals of the institute
Overarching question is about how to (and 

to what extent) implement analysis tools 

currently in use in industry and how to 

handle the interplay with our tools/data. 

Can S2I2 recommend to ROOT/

experiment/DIANA/etc teams to provide 

various adapters, e.g. ROOT->CSV, ROOT-

>NumPy, ROOT->Avro, etc.  

Can the institute invest on development of middleware which translate ROOT into 

another (bring/new) data format natively.  

How do we justify teaching tools which are domain-specific when 9/10 people 

leave physics and the world past us in the last decade? 
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Arising questions to feed into goals of the institute

How do we deal with the incompatibility 

with new analysis tools, but benefit from 

the subset of tools that HEP does well (I/

O)? 

Can the institute engage in training developers on new analysis tools and data 

formats? (Efforts exist from individuals but there is no cohesive effort in place) 

In the case of new data formats/analysis tools arising, can the institute invest 

on developing tools which allow backwards compatibility and reproducibility? 

On collaboration. How can the institute engage the community in collaborations 

with the CS community?


